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Abstract

The main advantage of multilayer automatically switched IP-over-MPLS-
over-optical networks is their ability and their flexibility to adapt to the
variations of the offered traffic. Multilayer traffic engineering mechanisms
exploit this characteristic and perform traditional rerouting enriched with on-
line IP logical topology reconfiguration. These mechanisms aim at optimizing
resource usage and maximizing QoS, e.g. in terms of bandwidth, throughput
and delay. Recently except from performance, energy efficiency in backbone
core networks has gained much attention. In this article, we will examine
how multilayer traffic engineering techniques can help to increase energy sav-
ings and minimize energy consumption. As we will present the simultaneous
optimization of routing and minimization of the number of active network
elements leads to significant energy savings. We will propose an adaptive
algorithm for IP/MPLS/WDM with traffic grooming networks, which will
aggregate traffic flows in the same LSPs and consequently in the same optical
wavelengths. Additionally, this algorithm has the objective to reduce energy
by switching off unused router line cards. In this way routing is optimized
and the topology of IP layer is adapted to the variations of traffic in net-
work. To achieve this, LSPs (links and optical channels) must be recomputed
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every time a new traffic flow enters network, using a specific cost function to
compute link and channels weights according to their current availability.

Keywords: multilayer traffic engineering, traffic grooming, energy effi-
ciency, load balancing.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, there are advanced applications that demand instant and massive
network bandwidth such as video conferencing, online high definition TV
and online gaming with high quality graphics. It is clear that due to their
popularity, the requested demand for bandwidth from this kind of applications
will be enormous even for the core network. At the same time there has been
amazing progress in the capacity of optical technologies. A wavelength may
operate at up to 100 Gbps and dense WDM allows one hundred wavelengths
per optical fiber in the C-Band. Therefore, the available bandwidth (over a
terabit) is outsized compared to the requests. As a result, only a fraction of
each wavelength might be used. Traffic grooming refers to techniques used
to combine low-speed traffic streams onto wavelengths in order to use this
bandwidth more efficient. Consequently, the problem is not the availability
of bandwidth per se, but its efficient management. Hence, IP/MPLS over
WDM with traffic grooming and multilayer traffic engineering mechanisms
is regarded as the best solution for next generation core networks.

A multilayer IP-over-optical network combines IP/MPLS forwarding
from upper layer and optical data transport and switching from lower layer.
With GMPLS signaling and with optical switching technology such as optical
cross-connects (OXCs) it is possible to set up and tear down paths, though the
utilization of these techniques in a dynamic context is yet infrequent. In mul-
tilayer networks, IP/MPLS traffic flows rerouting can end up to a complete
logical reconfiguration of IP/MPLS topology. This logical topology consists
of lightpaths which could afford the capacity to adapt to the variations of
traffic demands by appropriate setup and teardown of the latter.

Traffic engineering in multilayer networks aims at optimizing resource
usage and bandwidth utilization. Recently, multilayer traffic engineering paid
attention to another important objective namely, energy efficiency. Presently,
7–8% of the world energy consumption is absorbed by the Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructures, with the Internet being
responsible for about 25% of this amount. Since networks consume such
a large and increasing amount of energy, “green” strategies are desirable
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for a more energy-efficient operation of networks. Reducing the amount
of network resources needed for a certain traffic demand allows maximiz-
ing energy savings and at the same time minimizing operational expenses
such as lightpath leasing fees, or even electrical power cost, which can lead
to a significant portion of the operational expenditures (OPEX). Therefore
one of the network operators’ main objectives is to provide energy-aware
network operation. Unfortunately, current underlying multilayer network in-
frastructures, lack effective energy management. Management solutions that
would assist in managing and controlling networks and services in an energy-
efficient and flexible way are of utmost importance. Taking into account
the afore-mentioned major objectives, in this paper we formulate, solve
and validate by simulations a general problem for energy-aware multilayer
traffic-engineering in future core networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides related
work regarding multilayer traffic engineering algorithms for optimizing net-
work performance and saving energy. The details of our problem statement
and the proposed algorithm for solving it are given in Section 3. Section 4
contains the evaluation and simulation results of our proposed algorithm. A
conclusion is given in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Multilayer Traffic Engineering

Usually, in an IP/MPLS/WDM network, traffic flows have significantly lower
capacity requirements than the offered bandwidth from the wavelength chan-
nels. Also they belong to different kind of services and they may require
different bandwidth granularities. Unavoidably, in order to operate networks
efficiently, these flows must be multiplexed onto the wavelength channels
(traffic grooming). This technique can be an ideal solution for the efficient
management of the available network resources [12, 16].

In this manner, the way of grooming low-speed connection requests op-
timally into a high-capacity lightpath is an important issue. In [1], two layer
mesh networks are considered and it is examined how to set up lightpaths
in the optical layer to accommodate the connection requests of the IP/MPLS
layer. The objective of this paper is to maximize a utility function for an
Internet service provider (ISP) under resource limitation. In [9], in order to
make full use of idle resources of different network layers, two integrated
optimization modes are proposed for a three-layer dynamic network. Addi-
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tionally, in order to transport each service in a synchronous manner, an ant
colony optimization (ACO) based routing approach is adopted in these two
modes.

Another design problem in multilayer networks is the optimization of
node’s capacity. The goal is to optimize the capacity of LSRs and OXCs,
rather than the links capacity at each network layer [6].

In [14] the authors introduce an explicit architecture for IP/MPLS-over-
OTN-over-DWDM (three layer network). They present a detailed network
optimization model for the operational planning of such an environment that
considers OTN as a distinct layer with defined restrictions. The objective in
this model is to minimize the total network cost.

The authors in [15] concentrate on making the core network efficient for
transporting differentiated service traffic, adaptive to changes in traffic pat-
terns and resilient against possible failures. To this end they introduce MPLS
TE and DiffServ QoS functionality in their network model, thus ensuring
maximum utilization of resources and automated guarantees of optimal qual-
ity for different types of transported traffic. In [16], to support diverse sources
in an optical network, dynamic traffic grooming is needed to ensure different
traffic performance objectives for different services. This may either be done
by restricting bandwidth access for some of the traffic classes or by giving
priority access to one type of traffic over another.

2.2 Energy Efficiency in Multilayer Networks

Undoubtedly, optimization of network energy consumption is related with
optimization of network resource usage. In [11], the authors provide a com-
prehensive survey of the most relevant research activities for minimizing
energy consumption in telecom networks, with a specific emphasis on those
employing optical technologies. In optical layer there are two techniques that
help in minimizing energy consumption. As we can see in [8, 10] optical
bypass and traffic grooming combined with multilayer traffic engineering
provide more efficient network resource usage and more energy savings from
unused network elements.

In [4] the interaction of multilayer traffic engineering with hardware-
based energy efficiency optimization techniques is examined. First, the
authors look at scaling back power requirements through the use of better
chip technology, but also decreasing idle-power requirement only, using im-
proved chip architecture. Secondly, as multilayer traffic engineering allows
for fast responses to changing traffic, they present how link switch-off during
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off-peak hours offers a straightforward option to reduce energy needs. These
two types of power reduction techniques and their interaction with multilayer
traffic engineering mechanisms are also examined in [13].

Generally, the most common way to maximize energy savings is by ad-
apting the IP topology to the traffic that is actually carried in the network.
In [5] a dynamic reconfiguration of a core IP/MPLS-over-WDM network
is studied for adaption to traffic patterns changing during the course of the
day. This approach tries to route the traffic preferably in the optical layer and
deactivates unused IP router ports. In [7] the authors propose a mechanism,
which optimizes the traffic routing and adapts the IP topology to the traffic
that is actually carried in the network.

Another approach in optimizing energy consumption in networks is by
optimizing node capacity since LSRs with high capacity and complex struc-
tures consume significant power. In [3], the authors present an optimization
model that considers each layer’s constraints (IP/MPLS over OTN over
DWDM), aiming to reduce the capacity of the routing and switching nodes.
The model proposed in [6] also aims to optimize the capacity of LSRs and
OXCs, rather than the links capacity at each network layer.

In this paper, we will examine how multilayer traffic engineering facilit-
ates the adaptation of network’s logical topology to traffic variations in order
to activate fewer network elements. We will propose an energy efficient al-
gorithm, which uses a cost function to find the minimum cost in links and
optical channels routing configuration.

3 Problem Statement and Solution

3.1 Mathematic Formulation

The proposed cost function considers the number of additional links and
channels needed to support the new traffic flow. Activation of an unused link
is considered more energy consuming than the activation of an unused chan-
nel. Specifically, creating a new IP link between two routers is more costly
than augmenting its capacity by activating optical channels. All possible paths
are assigned with a total cost depending on its links and channels available
bandwidth. If one path cannot accommodate the requested traffic then its cost
is assumed infinite, in order to be excluded. Otherwise, its cost consists of
the number of links and channels that must be activated. Each element adds a
cost equal to 1 if they must be activated or 0 if they are already activated. If a
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Table 1 Description of variables used.
Variables Description Variables Description
req Requested capacity Nl Number of additional links
Cpi Cost of path Pi Nc Number of additional channels
Cl Cost of link l Pi av Availability of path Pi

Cc Cost of channel c lav Availability of link l

w Weight of channels l Link

link cannot support the request then its cost is infinite.

CPi
=

⎧
⎨

⎩

∞, if Pi av < req
∑Egress

j=Ingress Clj + w · ∑Egress
j=Ingress Ccj

0 ≤ w ≤ 1,

Cl =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

∞, if lav < req

1, if lav ≥ req & & l closed

0, if lav ≥ req & & l open
Cc = Nc, 0 ≤ Cc ≤ 2

In Table 1 we define the variables used in the proposed solution.

3.2 Analysis

Each network element (links and channels) has availability, which is the
amount of free bandwidth that can offer for new requests. For a new request,
every possible path is evaluated and is assigned with a cost value depending
on whether it can accommodate new traffic or not and if it can how many
unused network elements will be activated. In order to reduce energy con-
sumption our algorithm selects one path that will activate the least number
of links and channels, with links being more significant. Traffic flows will
aggregate in the same links through LSPs and in the same channels through
any port aggregation mechanism. At the end, with RSVP-TE signalling this
path is established.

Generally in core networks, the basic task of resource optimization is to
optimally assign the new incoming traffic one by one so that the possibility of
accommodating further incoming traffic without congestion can be maxim-
ized. Toward this end, online multilayer traffic engineering approaches make
sure that the traffic load is as evenly distributed as possible within the net-
work, so random incoming traffic demand in the future can easily be satisfied.
In some cases it is also possible to reroute existing flows in the network so as
to reserve bandwidth for new and future incoming traffic [19].
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Figure 1 Energy saving – load balancing.

Figure 2 Network topology (OMNeT++).

In this manner, in order to evaluate the performance of our energy-
efficient algorithm in realistic scenarios, we develop another approach which
will have the objective of load balancing in the network. For this purpose,
traffic will split in different paths and channels. Figure 1 depicts these two
approaches.
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Figure 3 Network physical topology.

4 Results

4.1 Simulation Setup

Evaluation of our energy efficient algorithm has been performed using the
OMNeT++ simulator. In Figure 2 we can see the network topology that has
been created for this purpose. It consists of five traffic generators (Video
Servers), five traffic sinks (Base Stations) and 14 LSRs-over-OCXs. Traffic
flows are traversing network in the direction from sources to destinations
only. In Figure 3 the physical topology of our network is depicted. Links
in this network consist of two optical channels with capacity of 51.84 Mbps
(base rate bandwidth) each.

4.2 Comparisons

For our evaluation we examined three scenarios. Three Base Stations (BSs)
derive requests to Video Servers (VSs) and three traffic flows (indicated by
the appropriate numbering) are generated respectively. In the first scenario,
BSs require streams of 20 Mbps each. In the second scenario these band-
width requirements are doubled (40 Mbps) and for the third scenario they are
doubled again (80 Mbps).

In Figures 4 and 5, the logical topology configuration for the first scenario
is shown for both approaches. In Figure 4 our algorithm is responsible for
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Figure 4 Load balancing (scenario 1).

Figure 5 Energy efficiency (scenario 1).

splitting traffic among different paths and channels while in Figure 5 our
algorithm aggregates traffic flows in same links and channels (traffic groom-
ing). Unused network elements are allowed to deactivate in order to decrease
energy costs. It is evident that the energy efficient routing configuration de-
mands only a small number of links and channels especially in contrast to the
load balancing approach.
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Figure 6 Load balancing (scenario 2).

Figure 7 Energy efficiency (scenario 2).

Figures 6 and 7 depict how logical topology and routing configuration is
affected by the increase in bandwidth requirements. In case of load balancing
there is no need for changes due to underutilized links and channels. In case of
energy efficiency despite the increased demands only one channel is required
to be activated with obviously a minimum increase in energy costs.
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Figure 8 Load balancing (scenario 3).

Figure 9 Energy efficiency (scenario 3).

In Figures 8 and 9 we can see how further increase in bandwidth requests
affects routing configuration and therefore the logical topology. In order to
avoid congestion and decrease in QoS that users experience, for some traffic
flows new LSPs are set up through RSVP-TE signalling while old LSPs are
torn down. Due to our energy efficient algorithm the necessary amount of
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Figure 10 Links utilization – load balancing (scenario 1).

activated resources is minimized (Figure 9). Energy consumption in network
remains low.

4.3 Energy Savings

Switching off optical fibers has the disadvantage of a large delay for reactivat-
ing them. In order to minimize this effect, fibers should remain activated even
with a very small amount of traffic (utilizing one channel). In this case, energy
savings are still derived from the minimum number of wavelengths used in
these fibers. Furthermore, the number of activated transponders that these
fibers are connected to in OCXs is minimized. In this manner, our proposed
algorithm still results in reducing energy consumption in network and we
could assume that these fibers are switched off.

The objective of our algorithm is to optimize routing and to adapt the
logical topology of IP layer to the variations of traffic in network. Differ-
ent routing configurations lead to different logical topologies and different
level of utilization in network links and channels. In the next figures we can
observe how our algorithm and especially the energy efficient approach influ-
ence the number and the utilization degree of links and channels in network.
In all three scenarios most of the links remain deactivated and the activated
ones mainly utilize one channel. In the third case where bandwidth requests
are significantly increased the activation of channels is preferred from the
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Figure 11 Links utilization – energy efficiency (scenario 1).

Figure 12 Links utilization – load balancing (scenario 2).

activation of links. Moreover, in these figures is demonstrated the transition
between a large number of relative equally low utilized links and channels
(Figures 10, 12, 14) and a smaller number of more utilized links and chan-
nels (Figures 11, 13, 15). Unavoidably, in the first case energy costs and by
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Figure 13 Links utilization – energy efficiency (scenario 2).

Figure 14 Links utilization – load balancing (scenario 3).

extension OPEX are increased and in the second case they are significantly
lower.

In Table 2, aggregated results from these three scenarios are presented.
Our energy efficient algorithm allowed the deactivation of approximately
42% of channels in comparison with the load balancing approach. The lo-
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Figure 15 Links utilization – energy efficiency (scenario 3).

Table 2 Energy savings.

gical topology is adapted to the exact traffic that is traversing network. Traffic
aggregation in conjunction with traffic grooming limited the unnecessary use
of network resources.

For energy efficiency at the network layer, a key approach is to perform
route selection in a way that allows large number of nodes to sleep, while still
maintaining network connectivity [20]. Our mechanism can be used in this
context to aggregate packets along few routes thus allowing many LSRs to
sleep during periods of low load. In Table 3, we present the number of active
LSRs for the two approaches we examined. With our energy efficient rout-
ing configuration, we are able to satisfy traffic demands activating minimum
number of LSRs.

Aggregation of traffic in links and channels facilitate an energy efficient
network operation. In the same time, it is anticipated that utilization in a
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Table 3 Activated LSRs.

Table 4 Maximum network utilization.
Multilayer Load Balancing Multilayer Energy Efficiency

Links Channel 1 Channel 2 Links Channel 1 Channel 2
I 19.5% 19.5% 19.5% 39% 78.1% 0%
II 39% 39% 39% 78.1% 78.1% 78.1%
III 39% 39% 39% 78.1% 78.1% 78.1%

number of links and channels will be increased. In Table 4, we present the
maximum level of utilization. As it is expected, in most cases measurements
show that the values are doubled.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we examined how multilayer traffic engineering facilitates the
adaptation of network’s logical topology to traffic variations. Traffic aggreg-
ation, traffic grooming and the reconfiguration of LSPs can be exploited in
order to activate fewer network elements. The proposed energy efficient al-
gorithm applies these techniques and finds the minimum cost in links and
channels routing configuration. This algorithm saves energy in IP/MPLS over
WDM networks by switching off router line cards and uses energy more
efficiently.

Reducing the amount of necessary network resources allows maximizing
energy savings and at the same time minimizing operational expenses such
as lightpath leasing fees for Service Providers. Additionally, lower operating
costs allow an “efficient” company to gain a competitive edge over more
wasteful competitors. It is worth emphasizing that these business benefits can
be achieved through no capital investment.

Further research is in progress and the goal is to develop an updated cost
function which will include proactive approach.
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